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Summary
This diploma thesis was written in the research group of PD. Dr. Ruedi
Stoop at the Institute of Neuroinformatics of the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology Zu¨rich (ETHZ), as part of the requirements for the Diploma in
Electrical Engineering from ETHZ.
The motivation for the here presented studies was to investigate locking
behavior of extended models of pyramidal nerve cells. There are still a lot
of open questions concerning how information is processed in the nervous
systems and what computation is done by these biological neural networks.
That is the reason for the call for good models. When trying to model
nervous systems, it is not clear what amount of sophistication1 of the models
is needed. Often it is argued, that only quite complicated models might
capture the essential features of nervous systems. On the other hand, there
are strong indications that even very simple models might serve this purpose.
To support the idea of using simple models, we deliberately show an - in our
opinion - too sophisticated model and compare it to a very simple one, to
the circle map. We will then show that the circle map captures fundamental
behavior of the more sophisticated model.
Thus, we proceed as follows: First, a short introduction to the neurobio-
logical and system theoretic background will be given. We will extend the
aforementioned motivation for our studies. In the second chapter, the for the
understanding of such effects necessary foundations, from physics and from
neurobiology will be laid. After that, the notion of a nonlinear oscillator is
introduced. The reason why this type of oscillators is interesting for model-
ing purposes in neurobiology will be highlighted. Next, the circle map will
be presented. Leaving the mathematical foundations, we will then address
the anatomical structures of interest, namely the cerebral cortex. We show
the formulation of the “module concept” and its impact on the modeling
of information processing in nervous systems. After that, in Chapter 3, the
program packages that were used are presented. Furthermore, we illustrate
how the implementation of the numerical simulations was done. In the sec-
ond part of this chapter, a few illustrative and characteristic results will be
presented. In Chapter 4, the thesis will be concluded with a short discussion
and an outlook on possible further research on the topic.
1When we talk about the simplicity vs. sophistication of a model, their (mathematical)
formulation and not their possible behavior is addressed.
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1Introduction
One of the paramount open questions in Neurosciences is how information
is represented and processed in the nervous system. While there has been
a lot of progress in clarifying the processes close to the periphery [13], get-
ting a clear picture of the processes at the core of the nervous system is a
much more challenging task. But exactly these central parts – the brain –
distinguish the more intelligent animals from their simpler counterparts. So,
in order to understand the astonishing cognitive performance of higher de-
veloped animals, a lot of questions remain to be answered. The most urgent
and basic questions are twofold.
First, how is information encoded in the nervous system? To address this
question, one has to know which features of the physical environment affect
the nervous system in the first place. Then, one has to investigate how this
information gets conveyed from one part in the nervous system to another.
Second, what kind of computation is performed in the nervous system? In
order that the nervous system is able to react in a meaningful way to the
environment, the information acquired by the periphery has to be processed.
This is done by computation. So one can pose questions about the type
of computation performed. What is the computational power of a basic
element? Or even, what is the most basic element in the computational
sense?
Neither of these two central questions can be answered segregated from the
other. Moreover, the two concepts arising in these questions, namely infor-
mation and computation, are not fully clarified. There are well established
theories for both of them. These theories however, do not cover all the ques-
tions possibly posed, and therefore extensions are being worked on. We will
discuss this relationship in more detail in Chapter 2.3.
Investigations by neurobiologists led to a vast amount of data from in vivo/in
vitro recordings, behavioral studies and diverse imaging studies. The chal-
lenge is to find theories and deduce models that can explain the data. Let
us briefly reflect the origin of the data. The data stems from measurements
on biological systems. A characteristics of biological systems is their active
behavior, they are open systems and usually far from equilibrium.
Here, we come naturally into the realm of nonlinear physics and non-equilibrium
thermodynamics. As soon as we start to deduce models that try to explain
a reasonable part of the data, we will end up with nonlinear models. (For
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some examples see [35, 15, 12, 5].) From the mathematical point of view,
these models often belong to the class of nonlinear dynamical systems (NDS)
[14, 1].
While there has been a huge success in the analytical treatment of linear
systems, the picture changes for nonlinear systems. In general, analytic so-
lutions do not exist [1]. Therefore, one important tool used to investigate
the behavior and solutions of NDS are computer simulations.
Nevertheless, there are approaches that allow a rigorous mathematical treat-
ment of some aspects of NDS, such as differential geometry, thermodynamic
formalism or renormalization group approaches. These treatments led to
the discovery of universal laws for NDS. One law is the topological equiv-
alence. This law states, that if there exists a diffeomorphism between the
phase space representation of two dynamical systems, characteristics (i.e.
Lyapunov exponents, bifurcations) of one system are valid for the other as
well. Therefore, systems connected by diffeomorphisms constitute classes of
systems. This is the motivation for the search for good model systems that
can serve as a prototype for natural systems and are accessible for simulation
and possibly analytical treatment.
A very basic class of NDS are the nonlinear, dissipative oscillators. Nonlinear
dissipative oscillators are NDS with 2 degrees of freedom evolving on a limit
cycle, i.e. a closed object in the phase space. Oscillators can be connected
mutually to form lattices and chains with certain topological properties. This
class of systems recently got more and more attention, since they seem to
be able to mimic the behavior of a vast variety of (if not all) other nonlinear
systems1. For the neurosciences they got interesting as well, since it can be
shown that nerve cells often exhibit limit cycle behavior.
One universal property of nonlinear oscillators is their ability to synchro-
nize on an external periodic stimulus. The synchronization behavior has
been known and exploited for a long time, but just recently the rigorous
mathematical treatment was done. Thus, synchronization is now known as
an universal feature of nonlinear oscillators.
The aim of this diploma thesis is to show that synchronization also occurs in
widely accepted, sophisticated models of nerve cells. We will present results
of numerical simulations with varying stimuli under varying conditions.
Let us briefly outline the diploma thesis. First, we will introduce the essen-
tial mathematical concepts that are the key to understand synchronization
effects. Second, we give a short introduction to the anatomy of the cerebral
cortex, since this is the origin of the models being treated. Third, the simu-
lation implementation and setups are presented, followed by a few selected
1Such universal approximators are already known: Artificial Neural Networks with
sigmoid neurons. Interestingly a model that was as well inspired by neurobiology [9].
3essential and illustrative results. Fourth, we will conclude the thesis with a
discussion of what has been learned and give an outlook on possible further
questions emerging from the approaches discussed here.
2Fundamental Principles
In this chapter, we want to lay the necessary system theoretical and neu-
robiological foundation, needed to discuss synchronization effects in cortical
structures and their possible use in discussion of information processing and
transmission in nervous systems. First, we introduce the necessary condi-
tions and mathematical models that are used to deal with synchronization
effects (Chapter 2.1). Second, we will discuss the neurobiological bases of
cortical structures, and we also address the connection between these con-
cepts and the aforementioned mathematical concepts (Chapter 2.2). Third,
we will try to shed some light on information theoretic issues in the neuro-
biological context (Chapter 2.3).
2.1 Introduction to Synchronization – Mathemat-
ical and Dynamical Systems Concepts
Synchronization is commonly known as the effect when two periodic events
or signals occur in a fixed timing relationship to each other. This popular
notion can be caught by mathematical notion, as we will see in the following
section. Thus, two central ingredients are needed to discuss synchronization.
On one hand the signals, or the systems that generate the signals respec-
tively. On the other hand, methods to describe their evolution in time and
bring the evolution of two distinct systems into relationship with each other.
The methods are at hand in form of the Theory of Dynamical Systems [14, 1].
2.1.1 Nonlinear Oscillators
Only nonlinear dissipative systems can show stable limit cycle behavior [1],
while linear dissipative systems capable of oscillatory responses only have
either stable or unstable fixed points. Furthermore, their phase space has to
be at least of dimension two. Such NDS evolving on a stable limit cycle are
called nonlinear oscillators.
Self-sustained nonlinear oscillators have some remarkable general properties.
Some of them have been known and used in engineering applications for a
long time. However, their rigorous mathematical treatment and proof of their
universal nature is of more recent date (see [25] and references therein).
6 Fundamental Principles
The property of interest for the topic of this thesis is that if two, not nec-
essarily identical, oscillators get coupled, e.g. they influence each other, one
can observe an entrainment or synchronization between the two. Even if this
coupling is vanishingly small, it is still effective. A short explanation of the
causes of this effect will be given as follows.
When describing the behavior in the phase space, we can transform the co-
ordinate system that spans the phase space in a coordinate system were one
axial direction has a zero Lyapunov Exponent. This means that perturba-
tions along this direction neither decay nor grow, the phase point is just
reset. This direction is called the phase of the oscillator. It corresponds to
the direction tangential to the limit cycle. The property of the phase having
a Lyapunov Exponent equal zero is also called marginal stability. It allows
to move the system along the limit cycle even by very small perturbations.
This susceptibility to small perturbations is essential for synchronization.
The directions perpendicular to the the limit cycle have a corresponding
negative Lyapunov exponent, e.g. perturbations in these directions decay.
This is what leads to the stability of the limit cycle. If the system gets
perturbed out of the limit cycle, it will be driven back to it.
2.1.2 The Circle Map
As a prototype of a very simple self-sustained oscillator, often a rotator
is used that is driven by a pulsed momentum of constant amplitude. At
the same rate, an external pulsed force is applied (see Figure 2.1). This
pulsed force is assumed to affect the system with a pulse interval Tp. Since
these force pulses are always applied in the same direction (referring to the
resting coordinate system), the influence of the force depends in a nonlinear
(however simple trigonometric) fashion on the position of the oscillator.
Thus the differential equation governing the oscillator is
θ¨ + cθ˙ =
∞∑
n=0
[M0 −K0 sin (2piθ(t))] δ(t− nTp) (2.1)
This system can be integrated between the pulses, and we can find an ana-
lytic form for the state of θn+1 at time tn+1 = tn + Tp based on the state of
θn at tn, where tn denotes the time just before the n-th pulse perturbs the
system. We do not want to go into the details of the derivations of the fol-
lowing relationships, but rather refer the reader to [1], and directly present
the, for the treatment of our subject, interesting result. For strong damping
the so called one dimensional circle map f(θ) is derived
θn+1 = f(θn) = θn + Ω−
K
2pi
sin 2piθn (mod 1) (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: The kicked rotator. A prototype system used to discuss synchro-
nization effects in nonlinear oscillators. The circle map can be derived from
the kicked rotator by integrating between the perturbations (Figure from
[1]).
or in a more general fashion
θn+1 = θn + Ω− g(θn) (mod 1) (2.3)
where g(θn) is called the phase response function. The role of g(θn) will be
discussed below.
The properties of the circle map have been subject to extensive treatment
[1]. The focus of interest for this thesis is the locking behavior, which will
briefly be outlined here.
In this system, we can find two independent frequencies. One is defined by
the time that passes for the rotator to make a full circle (θ = θ0) and is
proportional to Ω. The second frequency fp is determined by the forcing
interval Tp (that determines the time when θn is sampled). Thus, we expect
solutions that exhibit periodic or quasi periodic motions, depending on the
relationship of Ω and fp. The observed behavior is universal in terms of the
topology of phase space behavior, i.e. properties of systems showing limit
cycle behavior can qualitatively be investigated with the circle map. Thus,
the circle map can be used as a prototype to investigate the behavior of a
wide range of nonlinear oscillators.
One characteristic behavior observed in the circle map is locking of the fre-
quency f0 =
dθ
dt
on the frequency of the forcing fp =
1
Tp
. For the unperturbed
circle map (g ≡ 0) the frequency is f0 ∼ Ω. This means if Ω is a rational
number Ω = p
q
, we get periodic solutions with period q. The implication
is that the set of periodic solutions has Lebesgue measure equal zero. The
practical implications are that this behavior would never be observed in real
world systems, unless there is another effect at work that is not modeled.
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For the perturbed circle map (g 6= 0) however, we observe that set of pe-
riodic solution grows. In the interval Ωp ±  we also get periodic solutions
of periodicity q. This means that the set of periodic solutions has no longer
a Lebesgue measure of zero, it has grown to a strictly positive number.
Looking again at the practical implications, this means that it is not funda-
mentally impossible to observe these locked states. Now it will be interesting
to look at the stability of this solutions under non-ideal (e.g. noisy) condi-
tions, which will be done in Section 2.1.5 from a theoretical standpoint and
in Chapter 3.5.1 by looking at the simulation results.
2.1.3 Maps from Experiments
The complete circle map is
φn+1 = φn + Ω− g(φn) (mod 1). (2.4)
Thus, if we know the phase response function g, we can reconstruct the map
and simulate it. In the next chapter it will be shown how phase response
functions can be estimated from spike trains. And the phase response func-
tions from the simulations will be presented.
2.1.4 Detecting Synchronization
There are several ways of detecting synchronization in time series. While
time series generated by circle maps and other “prototype” systems show
very clearly the classical expected behavior, detecting synchronization in
real-world time series is a more subtle task. And, as in the treatment of
other non-linear effects (e.g. measuring chaotic behavior), often we have to
probe the data with more than one tool to get an idea of the properties of
the generating system.
We will now briefly discuss a few methods that can be used to detect syn-
chronization in time series and what their respective advantages and disad-
vantages are. For a more detailed discussion and other methods we refer the
interested reader to the excellent introduction in [25].
Synchrogram – The phase values of the perturbed oscillator are collected
at certain points in time, determined by the perturbations. This is
normally when the perturbation force passes a fixed phase (e.g. when
a spike is fired). The sampled phase values φ1 are then plotted modulo
1. Thus, if the oscillators are phase-locked, we get a periodic curve
with period q. For an example of a synchrogram see Figure 2.2.
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Probability distribution functions/Histograms – In the same way as
for the synchrogram, the phase values are collected. Histograms of the
sampled data are drawn, thus approaching the probability distribution
function of the data. This method is specially helpful for noisy data.
Since in this case the synchrogram and the Lissajous figures are diffi-
cult to interpret. However, this is a dangerous method, that can lead
to misinterpretations.
Lissajous figures – The advantage of this method is, that there is no need
of explicitly calculating the phases. One state variable of the first os-
cillator is plotted vs. a state variable of the other. If the oscillators are
synchronized, the resulting figure is a closed curve. Otherwise, larger
areas of the figure are covered by the curve. The disadvantage is that
there is no quantification possible with this method. All inspection is
just visual.
As will be discussed below, the electrical activity generated by nerve cells
can be approximated by pulse trains. Furthermore, for a discussion of syn-
chronization one needs the notion of a phase. We will now describe how
we measure phases from spike train data generated by the simulations. In
the context of pulse trains (e.g. spike trains), usually for the time between
two pulses one assumes the phase grows by 2pi1. And for the pulses a phase
of 2pin is chosen. The phases between the pulses have to be estimated or
interpolated in a meaningful way. We assume constant growth of the phase
(dφ
dt
= const) unless the cell gets perturbed (see the discussion in [29] for a
justification of these assumptions).
To estimate the phases of spike signals, the method proposed by [28] has been
used. This method is based on the measurement of the interspike interval
and the relative timing of the perturbation (Figure 2.3).
When the system is strongly damped, the phase is reset and there is hardly
any other effect on the system. This means dφ
dt
is essentially the same as for
the unperturbed system just before the perturbation, and as well short after
the perturbation.
Therefore, it is a worthwhile approach to estimate the phase were the pertur-
bation is applied by measuring the time t1 between the spike of the oscillator
and the perturbation and by relating this time to the unperturbed interspike
interval T0. Thus, φ1 =
t1
T0
denotes the phase at which the perturbation dis-
turbs the system. By a simple equality, we can derive all the necessary quan-
tities in a straightforward manner. In Figure 2.3, the necessary quantities
are illustrated. As can be seen, the following equality holds
T + t2 = t1 + Ts. (2.5)
1Often the phase is normalized: φ ∈ [0, 1[.
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Figure 2.2: Two examples of synchrograms. The actual synchrograms are
shown on the third row of each figure. The top rows show the spike times of
the spike trains from which the synchrograms have been derived. P1 is the
target neuron and P2 the perturbing neuron. (a) After a transient phase,
the neurons end up in the locked state. Here the driving currents were set
to i1 = 0.19 nA, i2 = 0.2 nA locking (b) The neurons are not locked, or
locked with very high periodicity. The settings for the driving currents are
i1 = 0.19 nA, i2 = 0.2 nA.
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Figure 2.3: Time notations used to derive phase and g(φ) from spike trains
(Illustration from [28]).
Dividing by T0 and rearranging yields
t2
T0
=
t1
T0
+
Ts
T0
−
T
T0
. (2.6)
Which can also be written as
φ2 = φ1 + Ω− g(φ1), (2.7)
where φ1 is the phase of the perturbed cell, when the perturbation arrives,
φ2 the phase when the subsequent perturbation arrives. Ω is the frequency
of the perturbation relative to the intrinsic frequency of the cell. And fi-
nally g denotes the length of the perturbed interspike interval comparing to
the unperturbed interval. When comparing to Eq. 2.3, we see that Eq. 2.7
constitutes a circle map, with g as the phase response function.
In Figure 2.2, we show the firing times of two coupled neurons along with
the measured φ1. Furthermore, in Appendix A-1.1 the implementation of
the algorithm to calculate φ1,2 is given for future reference.
The approach given here is valid, as long as the system is damped so much,
that if after a perturbation has arrived in one cycle, and none in the next,
this next cycle has the same length as an unperturbed one. In other words,
the relaxation time is shorter then the observed interspike intervals. The
second interspike interval should correspond to the unperturbed interval T0.
Two cells are synchronized when |mφ1 − nφ2| < const, so we can use the
flatness of |mφ1−nφ2| as a natural measure of synchronization as proposed
by Toledo et al. [32]. These authors present an algorithm, that measures
this flatness in a shifting time window and is therefore suitable to quantify
synchronization in large datasets in an automatic fashion. A short outline
of the algorithm is given as follows.
1. Choose n.
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2. Divide up the set of φ into n subsets: {Φ}j = {φ(tj), φ(tn+j), φ(t2n+j), . . .}
0 ≤ j < n.
3. Wrap the phases back on the unit circle: φ → eiφ.
4. Take the average of each group: Rje
iθj = 〈eiφ(tnp+j )〉.
5. Subtract the phase θj from all {Φ}
j . This eliminates the phase dif-
ference between the different parallel lines. Now we can measure the
width of the line w = max({Φ}j − θj) − min({Φ}
j − θj). When the
lines are parallel and straight w goes towards zero.
For a more detailed discussion of this algorithm, we refer to [32]. If we
want to investigate the instantaneous synchronization, this method can be
applied via windowing method on subsets of the phases. Hereby a window
of length Nw is chosen. Then Nw successive phase samples are fed to the
aforementioned algorithm, thus returning a w that designates the degree of
synchrony within this window. Then, the window is shifted by one time step
and w is calculated for the next Nw samples. Usually a threshold is applied
for which any w smaller than this threshold are considered as an indicator
for phase synchrony. In our studies w < 0.05 has been used.
2.1.5 Synchronization under varying conditions
Generally, the locked states are not stable if the system is subject to noise.
Below, the effects that can be observed in a noisy nonlinear oscillator will
be introduced.
Noise can be treated as (ideally independent) small perturbations influenc-
ing the phase point. For these perturbations, the same holds as for other
external perturbations: the deviation perpendicular to the limit cycles will
eventually decay, but the perturbations of the phase stay in the system (see
discussion in Chapter 2.1). The perturbations of the phase are eventually
counteracted by the external driving force that tends to establish a certain
phase relationship between oscillator phase and the driving force. Gener-
ally two cases are treated, bounded noise and unbounded noise. We can not
resume the whole treatment of these cases in the course of the thesis, but
rather refer to [25].
While for the bounded noise the phase will be in a bounded neighborhood
of the stable phase for the noise-free case, the unbounded noise can perturb
the systems so strongly that the difference between perturbed phase and the
noise free reference finally is 2pi. These effects are called phase slips and look
like jumps in the phase plot.
The conclusion is, that in environments with high levels of noise we generally
only will be able to observe a modulation of the probability distribution
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function p(φ) [25] in the form of peaks, with their maximum at values of φ
that can be observed in the noise free case. This is indeed what was observed,
as will be presented in Chapter 3.5.1 (especially in Figure 3.9).
2.2 Introduction to Cortical Structures
The nervous system is a by evolutionary processes shaped system, to con-
trol the processes and actions of an animals body on a short time scale. The
evolutionary development can still be traced in the structure of the ner-
vous systems. Even in the highest developed animals, we find a hierarchical
structure of the nervous systems that reflects the evolutionary development.
Commonly, the nervous system is divided into seven major divisions [13].
They are called: Spinal Cord, Medulla, Pons, Midbrain, Cerebellum, Dien-
cephalon and the Cerebral Hemispheres, of which the Cerebral Hemispheres
are considered the (evolutionary) youngest and the top of the hierarchical
organization. We will not treat the other parts of the nervous systems here,
as they are not of much interest for the concern of this thesis.
However, we want to look closer at the organization of the cerebral hemi-
spheres and focus on their outermost parts, the cerebral cortex, which is
thought to be concerned with the cognitive functioning of the brain.
2.2.1 General architecture
The human cerebral cortex, the most elaborated of its kind, is a highly
convoluted structure. In contrast to the brains of other vertebrates (e.g. mice
and rats) where the surface of the cortex is plain. Here the often observed
method to increase surface usage in a given volume is encountered. The
thickness of the cortex is not very dependent on the species, it always varies
between 2–4 mm. Thus, the area, and equivalently the number of neurons,
is considered to be one of the “crucial determinants of the cortex’s capacity
for information processing” [13] (p 324).
If we look closer at the organization of the cerebral cortex, investigations
with visual techniques such as staining, electro-microscopy and others have
confirmed the assumption that the cortex is divided into functional areas
wherein there is almost no lateral differentiation. In other words, the cere-
bral cortex seems to form an uniform tissue over wide areas. In the verti-
cal dimension, towards the inside of the brain, a layered structure can be
observed. The layers are distinguished by the different types of cells and
connections that can be found in varying depths of the cortex. Commonly
six layers are distinguishable (where their existence and details of functional
organization can vary), going from the surface towards the inner areas (after
[13]):
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I: Molecular Layer consisting mainly of dendrites and axons of cells in
deeper layers of the cortex.
II: External Granule Cell Layer consisting mainly of small spherical cells
known as granule cells.
III: External Pyramidal Layer containing a variety of cell types, many
pyramidal shaped.
IV: Internal Granule Cell Layer primarily consisting of granule cells.
V: Internal Pyramidal Layer mainly containing pyramidal cells.
VI: Polymorphic or Multiform Layer is a very heterogeneous layer of
neurons, blending over into the white matter.
Below this layered structure, no cell bodies are observed. This region – the
white matter – just consists of bundles of ascending and descending axons.
In order to conclude this brief outline of the cortical structure, let us sum-
marize what we can learn from it when aiming for models of biological in-
formation processing in the brain. To abstract the idea on how the cerebral
cortex is built up, it can be understood as consisting of vertical structures
that are repeated throughout cortex. The single instances of these structures
are mutually connected. This structure is also called a column or module and
this way of thinking about the morphology of the cerebral cortex gave raise
to the formulation of the “module concept” [31, 13].
2.2.2 The Module Concept
As introduced before, the cerebral cortex can be considered as an uniform tis-
sue, consisting of repeatedly instantiated modules. The modules are thought
to be the smallest computational unit. This unit shows a clear structure,
that seems to serve a serial information processing, where information is
conducted from one layer to the next (and also back via feedback loops). In
Figure 2.4(b), the schematic view on one module is presented. By examining
the afferent nerve fibers projecting to the cortex, the observation is made
that they mostly end up in Layer IV. The nerve fibers projecting to efferent
nerve centers and other parts of the cortex mainly originate from layer III, V
and VI. Therefore, the cells found in these layers are classified as projecting
neurons, in contrast to the other main class of neurons found in the cortex,
that are considered to be local interneurons. The projecting neurons are cells
with a pyramidal shaped cell body, thus their name: pyramidal cells. The
pyramidal cells also connect directly to other pyramidal cells in the same
layer [31] in close proximity. The pyramidal cells are considered to be the
backbone of the module. The behavior of these cells plays a crucial role in
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Figure 2.4: (a) The layered structure of the cerebral cortex. With staining
methods the different parts of the cells are made visible. (b) Illustration of
the module concept. The module is a vertical structure, considered the basic
computational unit in the cortex. (Illustrations from [13])
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information processing and computing in the neocortex. In Figure 2.4(b)
one of these modules is illustrated. As can be seen, one module contains a
few Pyramidal Neurons. They form connections among each other, where
the connecting site is mostly close to, or on the soma. This is the motivation
for our simple network model presented below (Chapter 3.3.1).
2.2.3 Pyramidal Neurons as Oscillators
As we proceed further in this thesis, we want to examine the properties of
pyramidal neurons and the models used to treat them.
In their seminal work in the years before 1952, Hodgkin and Huxley man-
aged to fit experimental data from the squid giant axon with a set of non-
linear partial differential equations with 3 dependent variables [12]. In its
form the Hodgkin-Huxley Model is the description of a small part of a
nerve membrane (a patch). To perform simulations on extended structures,
the patch is applied repeatedly on these structure, leading to a so called
multi-compartment model. The multi-compartment model is basically a ca-
ble structure that on one hand is governed by the Maxwell Equations that
determine their passive behavior and, on the other hand, the active mech-
anisms in the cell membrane, as described by the Hodgkin-Huxley Model.
These active mechanisms give raise to the interesting properties of these
structures. Since its first publication, the Hodgkin-Huxley model has been
enhanced and modified, but in its core it is still believed to capture the
essential features of nerve cell membranes.
The key feature of the model is a competing positive feedback and negative
feedback mechanism, where the positive feedback has a fast onset, and the
negative feedback is slow. However, once the negative feedback is on its
onset, it grows stronger than the positive feedback and brings the system
back to equilibrium. This nonlinear feedback mechanism leads to a electrical
excitability and excellent signal restoring and amplification properties of
the nerve cell membrane. When stimulated with appropriate stimuli, the
membrane generates repeatedly high peaks of electrical activity, called action
potentials or spikes. These spikes get conducted along the nerve membrane
without much distortion or attenuation, with a speed of up to 120 meters
per second.
Since the generated signals (e.g. spike trains) do not vary in amplitude, it is
believed that the information between neurons is conveyed by the duration
of interspike intervals. We will come back to this properties when discussing
information processing in Chapter 2.3.
When closer examining the signals generated by nerve cells we can see that
the system generating it evolves on a limit cycle. The first experimental proof
of this fact can be found in the work of Stoop et al. [29, 30]. In Figure 2.5 we
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Figure 2.5: The limit cycle of the nerve cell model z96. The quantities plotted
are the state variables of the Hodgkin-Huxley type equations.
show the limit cycle of the model z96j8 used in our simulations. As discussed
in Chapter 2.1.1, the simplest dynamical systems that can exhibit limit cycle
behavior are nonlinear self-sustaining dissipative oscillators. Therefore, these
models offer the possibility to model the behavior of nerve cells as nonlinear
oscillators.
2.2.4 Locking in Biological Neurons
Stoop et al. [29, 30] have shown that real neurons indeed do lock and show
a topologically equivalent behavior to the circle map. In their investigation,
slices of the Rat Neocortex prepared for in vitro stimulation and recording
were used. The regular spiking neurons were stimulated with electrodes and
their spike trains were recorded. In these data sets, the phase relationship
between the perturbation, the perturbed and the unperturbed behavior was
examined. In their work Stoop et al. reconstructed the map from the data
and simulated it on a computer. They have shown that the locking properties
of the measured data and the data generated by the maps are qualitatively
the same.
Also, a lot of other work has shown the possible importance of synchroniza-
tion in neural information processing. Here however, often whole populations
of neurons are being looked at.
2.3 Information processing in cortical structures
When discussing information processing, we have to get clear about a few
concepts. In this section, we will shortly discuss information transfer and
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computation theoretical issues in the context of information processing in
nervous structures.
First, we highlight the fact that computing or information processing always
involves discretization of some kind. Encoding is basically the process of
making a partition of the phase space of a system and enumerating the
different parts with symbols. This is inherently a discretization process.
As discussed before, spike trains are in a very good approximation pulse
trains, so the the major fraction of information can only be encoded in
the timing of the pulses or the interspike intervals. Or a mixture of these
two schemes is applied. Several modes of encoding are currently discussed
[27]. It is not clear yet, if one single interval between two spikes already
conveys crucial information, or if a rate code is used. Another idea presently
under investigation is that not one single neuron determines the information
content of a signal, but the timing relation of two or more neurons has to
be taken into account.
An argument against the idea of rate code, as well as against population
codes is the fact that with every averaging (either in space or in time) the
possibly high information content of the population activity is lost. While
these methods are certainly appropriate on the efferent paths from brain
towards the peripheral motor nervous system, where this compression and
usage of redundancy of information makes sense, the situation is most prob-
ably a quite different one when considering the cerebral hemispheres. The
cerebral hemispheres are thought to be the location of conscious processes
and reasoning - the most powerful, yet most mysterious processes in the
nervous system. In [19], the authors argue that the coding schemes might
be out of reach for humans to catch and understand. They show how out of
the activity of generic models for neural circuits a read-out filter is able to
extract information, whereas for humans the coding scheme is not accessible
at all.
Often the spike trains are approximated by Dirac-pulse trains. Just in the
past decade, the mathematical treatment of systems coupled by pulse inter-
action has gained a lot of attention. Researchers are now investigating the
use of pulse coupled oscillators as models for neural systems [4, 8].
In the introduction it was mentioned that computation and information
can not be treated separately. We have to investigate, what the impact of
computation on the information content of a signal is.
Consider a simple system H with input u and output y . There are two ways
of looking at this system. First, we treat it as an channel (in the information
theoretic view). Here we are usually interested in the amount of information
which can be gained about u by measuring y. Second, we treat the system as
a computational unit. In general, every computation done in H, will reduce
the amount of information I(u|y).
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The first view is mainly appropriate for nervous structures near the pe-
riphery. At the periphery, there is already some computation and therefore
compression involved, e.g. high-pass filtering in the retina. But a major task
of the peripheral nervous system is also to conduct information to the higher
hierarchies of the nervous system, the brain.
Can we gain any idea of the computation done by looking at the mutual
information content of the signals y and u? The answer to this question is:
Generally not.
One characteristic of the (Shannon) information is its statistical nature. It
is not applicable in questions of momentary impact of signals on a system2.
Thus, we have to go further and consider theories that take these semantic
issues into account. Recently such attempts have been made by Haken [7] -
a formulation that directly fits into the theory of dynamical systems.
2In engineering science two very successful approaches to Signals & Systems illustrate
this different viewpoints: On one hand Information Theory, on the other hand Control
Theory.
3Simulation Implementation and
Results
After discussing the necessary foundations, we proceed with the presenta-
tion of the results of the numerical simulations. The simulation setups are
based on the theories, principles and questions introduced in Chapter 2.
First, we will introduce the simulation and computational tools used. Sec-
ond, an overview over different models that were used in the investigation
is given. Third, the simulation setups and procedures are described. Fourth,
the results of the simulations will be presented, before proceeding in next
chapter with a discussion of the results.
3.1 Computer Tools for Simulations of Nerve Cells
When carrying out the simulations, we mainly relied on two program pack-
ages. To do the actual simulations of the nonlinear cable structures, NEU-
RON has been used. NEURON will be described in the following section.
For numerical pre- and post-processing and presentation of data, MATLAB
has been used, which is shortly described in the section after. How the sim-
ulations have been implemented will be described in Section 3.3.
3.1.1 NEURON
NEURON [33] is a simulator for three-dimensional cable structures, tailored
to the needs of neurobiological setups. It is nowadays widely used to test and
backup hypotheses that have been derived from experimental and theoret-
ical considerations [11, 10]. It comes along with an interpreter for a simple
script language. Furthermore, cell models can be described in the modeling
language NMODL. These models are translated to C code and compiled
to object code. Thus, their execution is more efficient compared to the in-
terpreted scripts. There are a number of documented models and scripts
available via Internet [33]. Often, these models accompany scientific publi-
cations. For our purposes, we made the use of models that were published
by Mainen et al. in [21].
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3.1.2 MATLAB
MATLAB is in its core an interpreter for a script language [22]. The inter-
preter is optimized for numerical computation. Its flexibility and available
additional toolboxes make it a major tool in research and development. We
used MATLAB to prepare the setups for the computer experiments and to
post-process and present the data after completion of the simulation runs.
3.2 Models
In the following sections, the models used for the simulations will be de-
scribed.
3.2.1 Hodgkin-Huxley Single Patch
One of the simpler models commonly used is the single patch Hodgkin-
Huxley model or a modification thereof. However, because of the reduction
to a single, infinitesimal patch, we loose the spatial variables and also effects
that these additional degrees of freedom may introduce. It can be shown
that this model shows locking behavior. Furthermore, there are also sim-
plifications of the Hodgkin-Huxley model, such as the Fitzhugh-Nagumo,
Leaky-Integrate and Fire Models [16]. We will not further investigate these
simple models, since we are interested in the behavior of complex, extended
cell models.
3.2.2 NEURON model z96
To test the concepts and simulation setups with a model that is not as
complex and therefore uses less computational resources, a 2-compartment
model has been used [21].
3.2.3 NEURON model z96j8
The most sophisticated model used consists of more than 100 compartments.
More than 3000 points describe the spatial structure of its dendritic tree.
The morphology has been reconstructed from observed data [21] from layer-
V neurons in the neocortex of young rats [20]. In Figure 3.1 we show the
view on the three-dimensional reconstruction of the cell. We call this model
z96j8.
As described before, locking phenomena in simple models are well explored
and described. As well there are strong indications that locking in real neu-
rons plays a role (see 2.2.3). What is missing yet, is to investigate on more
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Figure 3.1: The structure of z96j8. The model has been reconstructed from
anatomical data. It consists of more then 100 compartments with more then
3000 points describing its three-dimensional structure.
sophisticated models, that - supposedly - lie between the simple models and
the biological reality. To investigate the exact behavior of these models, we
are left with the possibility of numerical simulations, since an analytical
treatment is intractable. It will be interesting in what sense the data will
match the observed data stemming from nerve cells and other models, and
what does not change comparing to the simplest models like single Hodgkin-
Huxley Patch, Integrate-and-Fire and the circle map.
For the results presented below, we imply that z96j8 has been used, unless
stated otherwise.
3.3 Simulation Setups
To run the numerical simulations of the cell models, NEURON (see Chapter
3.1.1) has been used. The data preparation and analysis was done with
MATLAB (see Chapter 3.1.2).
A lot of care and effort has been spent on the flexibility of the setups, in
order to be able to test out setups on different models, with different settings
in an easy, fast manner.
To gain flexibility in setting up and testing different network structures,
NEURONS template feature has been used. In most of the simulation setups
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//-------------------------------------------------
// create 2 pyramidal cells
//-------------------------------------------------
ncells = 2
objectvar PY[ncells]
for i=0,ncells-1 {
PY[i] = new PYz96_j8()
}
//-------------------------------------------------
// create a exponential synapes on soma of cell 1
//-------------------------------------------------
objectvar syn
PY[1].soma syn = new ExpSyn(0.5)
PY[1].soma syn[1].tau = 2
PY[1].soma syn[1].e = 0
//-------------------------------------------------
// Connect cell 0 to cell 1
//-------------------------------------------------
objref con12
PY[0].soma con12 = new NetCon(&PY[0].soma.v(0.5),syn,-20,0,K)
Table 3.1: Implementation of a simple network structure as in Figure 3.3(a).
available by Internet, one has to dissect the sources in order to separate out
the cell model of interest. In this process, the source code for the model is
isolated in a more or less modified form into a separate file embraced by the
template keywords1.
Once the template is available, it is very simple to instantiate any number of
cells of the same type and connect them by model synapses, as is illustrated
in code fragment 3.1, to build the network topology of choice.
Through all our simulations, the exponential synapse provided by NEURON
has been used. The post-synaptic current i is governed by the relationship
1We refer to Appendix A-4 for the source files that contain the templates for the models
used in our studies.
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NEURON
start simulation
MATLAB
NEURON returns
write setup
write results
read data
SETUP DATA
process data
present & save data
Figure 3.2: Sequence diagram of a typical simulation run.
i = g(v − e), (3.1)
where g = we
−t
τ , v is the pre-synaptic membrane potential, e is the reversal
potential, w is the weight and τ the time constant. w,τ can be chosen.
The only parameter that was varied in the synapse models, was the weight
w, that is equivalent to the coupling constant K used in the discussion in
Chapter 2.1. The parameters that were held constant are listed in the table
in Appendix A-3.
Our experimental setup consists of MATLAB scripts that prepared the sim-
ulation parameters by writing parts of the NEURON simulation scripts. Out
of this MATLAB scripts NEURON gets evoked. NEURON reads the pre-
pared input data from disc and executes the simulation. MATLAB blocks
until NEURON exits and then proceeds with reading in the data, process-
ing and presenting it. In Figure 3.2 this process is illustrated by a sequence
diagram, showing a typical simulation run. For future reference, we present
in Appendix A-1.3 how the actual invocation of NEURON out of MATLAB
scripts is implemented.
We will further discuss the details of the implementation in Chapter 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Unidirectional coupling. (b) Pyramidal neuron coupled to
two other neurons.
3.3.1 Network Topologies
In the cortex we find a wealth of interconnection structures. The simplest
involve unidirectional/bidirectional next neighbor connections.
For our simulations, first of all, the simplest network structure has been
used. In this network one pyramidal neuron P1 forms a connection to another
pyramidal neuron P2 (see Fig. 3.3(a)), and therefore the activity and output
of P2 is influenced by the activity of P1.
A second structure used in the investigations is presented in Figure 3.3(b).
Results of the simulation of this structure will be presented in the next
chapter.
In all the network structures used here, every pyramidal cell is driven by
a simulated electrode applied at the soma of the cell. The driving currents
applied will be denoted by in. In the simulation setups basically a driving
current of arbitrary shape can be applied. Often, they are held constant
or piecewise constant. The driving current of the electrode substitutes the
driving current originating from the dendritic tree. The motivation for this
substitution is that the role of the dendritic tree is often considered to be
a purely integrative one [16, 29]. In this light, the substitution with a (con-
stant) current at the root of the dendritic tree is justified.
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3.4 Simulation environment
On the accompanying CD-ROM, the complete simulation environment used
in the course of this diploma thesis can be found. Here we will describe the
requirements on which the setup is based. After that, we will illustrate the
general procedure of the experiments, before describing the most important
simulation setups in more detail.
The setup requires MATLAB. We used MATLAB 6.1.0.450 on GNU/Linux.
Furthermore a complete installation of NEURON is required. NEURON is
available at [33]. We used NEURON 4.3.1.
3.4.1 Structure
In the following, the components making up the simulation environment will
be described. Everything needed for the simulations can be found in one di-
rectory. In our case this is /cd/unified. We will refer to this directory as the
simulation root directory. Below the simulation root, two main directories
can be found.
First, directory matlab, in which all the MATLAB scripts are placed. This
directory has to be added to the MATLAB search path in order for MAT-
LAB to be able to find the scripts. Simulations have to be started from the
simulation root directory, in order for all paths to be correct. Second, models
is the directory under which all the NEURON models and templates can be
found. In this directory the naming is crucial. Each model gets its own direc-
tory in models. The directory name consists of the name of the model. For
example models/z96_j8 for the 300 compartment model. This name will be
the parameter that determines which model will be used in the simulation.
In this directory the simulation templates and the templates for the model
are placed. Again, the naming is crucial, since the template for a model
will be searched in models/modelname/modelname_template. The naming
conventions for the simulation templates are that it contains a string that
distinguishes between the different simulation setups and the model name.
In the case of z96j8, this would be models/z96_j8/py_py_ac_z96_j8.oc
to use with the simulation script arbitcurr.m. For the other simulation
scripts, the appropriate filename can be seen in the parameter settings, as
illustrated in the next section. Furthermore, each model directory contains
the necessary additional files to compile the NEURON models. These are
mostly *.mod files.
Before first execution of any simulation, in each model directory the NEU-
RON compiler nrnivmodl has to be executed, in order to compile the NMODL
files into executable files. This creates an models/modelname/archstring
directory. In our case archstring is i686.
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3.4.2 Simulation setups
In the following, the most important simulation setups and the correspond-
ing MATLAB scripts are described. Before going to the details of the setups,
let us outline the general method implemented in the all the setups. In the
beginning of the script a few parameters are set.
% directory for temporary data
globals.tmpdir = mktmpdir(’/local/d0/jbuchli/tmp/fifdiag_’);
% architecture string for NEURON
globals.arch = ’i686’;
% settings
modelname = ’z96_j8’;
globals.scriptname = ’tmp/fifdiagrunsim.hoc’;
globals.hocinterpr = [’models/’,modelname,’/i686/special’];
globals.ocname = [’models/’,modelname,’/py_py_’,modelname,’.oc’];
globals.template = [’models/’,modelname,’/’,modelname,’_template’];
All these parameters are used for the setup of the simulation environment,
such as paths and names of simulation templates. Most important, the vari-
able modelname contains the name of the model to be used. In the last lines
it can be seen how this variable is used to build up the paths for the dif-
ferent files used in the course of the simulation. These parameters are not
parameters for the NEURON simulation. They get set in a second part. A
cell array is set up, containing lines of name/value pairs that constitute the
simulation parameters. In the end, two lines of hoc code are inserted in order
to load the simulation template of choice.
globals.parameters = {
[’strdef FILEP0\n FILEP0 ="’,globals.tmpdir,’/p0.dat"’] , [];
<.....>
’CURR1_DEL = ’ , 100
’K =’ , globals.K
’NPOINTS =’ , globals.nsamples
[’load_file("’,globals.template,’")\n’], []
[’xopen("’,globals.ocname,’")\n’], []
};
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The contents of this cell array gets written to a *.hoc file in a temporary
directory. Here the name is stored in variable globals.scriptname. This
*.hoc file gets invoked by MATLAB:
execstring( [’unset DISPLAY; ’, globals.hocinterpr,’ ’, ...
globals.scriptname, ’>/dev/null’]);
% -----------------------------------------------------
function s = execstring(str)
[s,w] = system(str);
if(s)
disp([’ ... error occured: s = ’,num2str(s)]);
w
else
disp(’ ... success’);
end;
After the NEURON Simulation finishes, the MATLAB exec call returns, and
the script either terminates or goes on with reading in and analyzing data
written by the simulation. The complete script illustrating the procedures
can be found in Appendix A-1.3
After outlining the general concept of the simulation procedures, a descrip-
tion of the most important MATLAB scripts will be given in what follows.
unified/matlab/arbitcurr.m – In this setup arbitrary driving currents
can be applied to the nerve cells.
unified/matlab/analyseacexp.m – Script used to analyze the data gen-
erated by arbitcurr.m.
unified/matlab/fifdiag.m – In this setup a constant current is applied to
both nerve cells. Then the average spike frequency of P2 is evaluated.
unified/matlab/ifdiag.m – This script is used to generate the data for
IF diagrams.
unified/matlab/kifdiag.m – This setup is used to generate data for IF
diagrams at different values of K. The same data can be used to plot
Arnold-tongues.
unified/matlab/noisvar.m – Script to repeat experiments under different
noise levels.
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unified/matlab/fbdiag.m – This script evaluates the average spike fre-
quency of P2 over a range of i1,2 values.
unified/matlab/spikeraster.m – Plots spike time diagrams from spike
train data.
unified/matlab/relativephase.m – Function used to calculate φ. See
also Appendix A-1.1
3.4.3 NEURON simulation on Condor
The above described MATLAB/NEURON simulation setup is also suitable
to carry out massively parallel simulations supported by Condor. Condor is
a tool that helps to harness the computing power of clusters of workstations
[26]. It is best suited for simulations of problems that are perfectly paral-
lelizable, for example parameter searches. Condor allows in a simple way to
evoke multiple instances of the same program on different nodes, each with a
different set of parameters. In directory /cd/neuron/condorneuron, a work-
ing implementation of such a parameter search can be found. In our case, the
use of Condor makes sense for example to generate data for Arnold-tongue
illustrations over an extended region. Specially for extended nerve cell mod-
els, such as z96j8, since the simulation of their behavior is computationally
very demanding.
3.5 Simulation Results
In following sections, the most essential and illustrative results from the
simulations performed are presented. In a first section we, will show the
commonly observed phenomena in locked oscillators. Then, we proceed in
discussing the phase response curve gained from the measurements.
3.5.1 Locking in Pyramidal Neurons
Arnold tongues
First of all, the parameter space where indeed we can observe locking behav-
ior is depicted. In Figure 3.4 the intensity-frequency (IF) curve for a fixed
K is plotted. When comparing the IF relationship of the coupled neuron
to the uncoupled one, two effects can be observed. First, the IF curve for
the coupled case shows a stair like structure. Second, the IF curve is shifted
upwards for the coupled case.
The first effect is due to the the locking. Due to the limited resolution,
we do not observe the full fractal structure of the devils staircase, but an
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Figure 3.4: IF relationships for z96j8. The dashed line shows the unperturbed
case (K = 0). The blue line shows the relationship for K = 0.01. The forming
of a devils staircase can clearly be observed in the second case. The horizontal
intervals are the intervals where the cell locks on the perturbation.
approximation2. The second effect is due to the fact that coupling from the
first to the second neuron introduces an additional driving force. Thus, the
observed frequencies are slightly higher then would be expected from the
driving by the electrode alone.
In Figure 3.5 we show the Arnold tongues. This is the frequency of the oscil-
lator vs. driving force for different coupling constants. The synchronization
has been evaluated with the algorithm introduced in Chapter 2.1.4. The
colors code the periodicity of the locking.
Step inputs
Next, step inputs have been applied. The results of these experiments give us
an idea, how fast the coupled neurons switch from one attractor to another,
i.e. one locked state to another one. The transient, when switching from
one locked state into another one, is usually very short, it lies in the order
of a few interspike intervals down to one (Figure 3.6). The length of the
transient period is mainly determined by where the new setting lies in the
parameter space in relation to the Arnold tongues. Regions in the middle
of the Arnold tongue are the most stable ones and also the ones that are
reached the fastest.
2For examples better resolved devils staircases, and also a discussion of their universal
structure, see [1].
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Figure 3.5: Arnold tongues structures depicting the region of the parameter
space where the neurons are locked. i1 is held to 0.2 nA. i2 is swept. K
is varied along the vertical axis. The periodicity of the locking is colored
according to the index on the right side.
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Figure 3.6: Here i2 has been fixed to 0.4 nA. For i1 a step from 0.215 to
0.42 nA was applied at the time indicated by the arrow. This step leads
from a period 2 to a period 1 locked state. Almost no transient behavior is
observed.
Sweeps
In Figure 3.7 we show the relationships of the outputs, when the driving
current is swept. It can be seen, how the neuron transverses the different
locking region seen on the Arnold tongues figure.
Limits of locking
When approaching the edge of an Arnold tongue, the related behavior of the
oscillators gets unstable. This instability is of a special type. There are long
intervals were the oscillators are locked, with intermittent short intervals
where the phase slips. This can by summarized by saying that the phase
dynamics get intermittent [25].
In Figure 3.8, such a situation is presented. Both driving currents were held
to 0.2 nA. Referring to the Arnold tongues (Figure 3.5), it can be seen, that
this setting lies on the right edge of the 1:1 locking tongue. The observed
phase slips are small, but can clearly be seen, since they cross the 0 − 2pi
discontinuity in the graphical representation.
Noisy inputs
When noise is applied to the inputs, we see that the locked state decays.
However, even for high noise levels, one can clearly see a modulation of the
probability function of the phases (see Fig. 3.9).
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Figure 3.7: For this synchrogram i1 has been fixed to 0.45 nA, while i2 has
been swept slowly from 0.06 to 0.46 nA in about 30 s. It can clearly be seen
how the neuron transverses the different locking states. As comparison an
IF curve is drawn in red. For the generation of the IF curve, i1,2 have been
held constant at the different levels. Then for each of this steps, the average
spike frequency of P2 has been evaluated. Now can be seen that the locking
regions correspond to the flat regions of the IF curve.
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Figure 3.8: The driving currents are held to i1 = i2 = 0.2 nA. These choice
of operating condition puts the systems on the edge of an Arnold tongue.
Therefore, phase slips can be observed.
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Figure 3.9: (a) The influence of noisy driving currents on the distribution
of φ. Even for high levels of noise, a clear modulation of the histogram
can be observed. The noise levels applied here range from 80 to -10 dB,
according to the color coding on the right upper side. (b) The influence
of the noisy driving current on interspike intervals. Complementary to the
phase relationship, here a clear modulation even for high levels of noise can
be observed as well.
Phase response and phase return map
In Fig. 3.10 the found phase return function and the corresponding maps of
z68j8 under different coupling conditions are presented.
As explained in Chapter 2.1.4, g has been extracted from the simulation
data. The samples for g where then fitted in a least square optimal sense
with a Fourier series of length N :
g(φ) =
A0
2
+
N∑
n=1
(An cos nωφ + Bn sinnωφ) (3.2)
As can be seen in Figure 3.10(a), the influence of the perturbation on the
phase is the strongest for φ ∈ [0.6, 0.7] mod 1. And the lowest around φ = 0
mod 1. The phase response function explains the position of the peaks in
the histograms of φ (seen in Figure 3.9(a)).
The attractive regions are also apparent, when considering the complete map
that has attractive regions (ideally fixed points), where the map satisfies
an identity, this is equivalent for intervals where g(φ) equals zero. A brief
insight for the reason of this can be gained by using Eq. (2.3) and following
the considerations given below.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Phase response function from simulation for varying K from
0 to 0.03. K increasing along direction of the arrow. Each phase response
function has been fitted with a Fourier series. (b) The corresponding maps
that can be gained from (a) in a straightforward manner. K increasing along
direction of the arrow.
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The complete map is
f(φ) = g(φ) + Ω + φ (mod 1) (3.3)
We focus on the case for 1:1 locking as presented in Figure 3.9. This means
Ω ' 1. Since the map is evaluated (mod 1), we can set Ω to 0.
f(φ) = g(φ) + φ ≡ φ → g(φ) ≡ 0 (3.4)
The slope s = df
dφ
of the map f at the fixed point φo determines the type of
fixed point.
s > 1 unstable fixed point
s ∈ [0, 1] stable fixed point
s ∈]0,−1] stable focus
s < −1 unstable focus
This translates into conditions on g: If g(φ0) = 0 and
d2f
dφ2
< 0 – i.e. a local
maximum at zero – we have a fixed point that is attractive for φ < φ0 and
repellent for φ > φ0. All φ for which g(φ0) 6= 0 are just transient solutions.
In the phase response function measured in the simulations, we observe a
clear maximum (Figure 3.10(a)). Thus, the phase relationship is determined
by g(φ) and Ω and not depending on initial conditions of the oscillators.
3.5.2 Impact of timing of perturbation
The phase return map has an influence on the impact of timing of a per-
turbing spike. In Figure 3.11, the behavior when the perturbation is applied
on 3 different points in time, separated by 10 ms is shown. As reference, we
show the regularly spiking, unperturbed neuron in the bottommost row. The
observation is, that depending on the timing of the perturbation, the neuron
reacts or remains unperturbed. This however, is just another viewpoint of
the discussion above.
3.5.3 Pyramidal Neuron influenced by 2 perturbations
Finally, a few results are presented, where two neurons couple unidirec-
tionally on one third neuron (see Figure 3.3(b)). The green curve shows the
synchrogram for P1 and P3, the blue for P2 and P3. Obviously, when the two
perturbing neurons are driven with the same currents, the third one locks
on this perturbation. The situation changes when the perturbing neurons
are driven by different currents. This can lead to irregular firing patterns of
the perturbed neuron, as seen in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.11: The impact of the timing of the arrival of a perturbation on
a regularly spiking neuron. From top to bottom panel, the perturbation is
shifted by 10 ms in each simulation, while all the other parameters remain
fixed. In each panel, in the top row the time of the perturbing spike is plotted.
In the second row, the spike times of the perturbed neuron is plotted. As time
reference, on the third row, the spike timing of an unperturbed neuron with
the same driving current as the perturbed neuron is shown, along with the
synchrogram for the reference neuron and the perturbed neuron. Clearly
can be observed, how the perturbation in the top and bottommost panel
heavily influences the spike train, while in the middle panel the spike train
is unaffected.
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Figure 3.12: Two neurons, P1,2, coupling to a third one (P3). For the setup,
we refer to Fig. 3.3(b). In the top panel, the driving currents were held to
i1, i2 = 0.2 nA, i3 = 0.16 nA. The green synchrogram shows φ for P1, the
blue synchrogram for P2. These settings lead to a regular firing of P3. In
the second panel, the interspike intervals for settings as in the top panel are
shown. In the third panel, the driving currents were held to i1 = 0.2 nA,
i2 = 0.19 nA, i3 = 0.16 nA. P3 fires not as regular as before. The fourth
panel shows the interspike intervals for settings as in the third panel.
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3.5.4 Locking-preserving changes in driving conditions
In the last section, we want to look a bit closer on simultaneous changes
of both driving currents of the network. We want to specially focus on the
conditions that have to be met, in order that the nerve cells remain locked
during this change in the driving currents.
In the circle map analogy, preserving the locked state means that Ω is kept
constant. Since Ω can be interpreted as the ratio of the driving frequency
and the intrinsic frequency, Ω = f0
fs
= Ts
T0
, this means that the frequencies
have to be scaled in a linear relationship to each other, according to the
given ratio Ω.
Thus, as long as the ratio of the driving forces remains fixed, the locked state
is preserved. In the nerve cell the matter gets a bit more complicated, due
to the nonlinear form of the IF curve (see Fig. 3.4). A linear change in the
driving condition, as it was appropriate for the circle map, can mean that the
locked state is not preserved. In Figure 3.13, the results, when both driving
currents are swept simultaneously with a linear relationship, are presented.
On the top row, the nerve cells are in a 1:1 locked state, which covers the
largest area in the operating space (see Fig. 3.5). Therefore, in this situation
the Arnold tongue is wide enough, that the nerve cells stay in the locked
state when linearly scaling the driving currents. In the second row, however,
it can be observed that the situation changes for the 1:2 locked mode. This
tongue is narrower, and therefore, the locked state of the nerve cells is not
preserved.
Thus, the relationship of i1,2 has to be adapted, in order to correct for the
nonlinear relationship. By trial and error, we find a few settings for i1,2 for
which P1,2 exhibit 1:2 locking (see Table 3.2). We fit the points with the
ansatz
i1 = [q(i2 − o)]
1
2 (3.5)
and find o = 0.08 and q = 17 (see Figure 3.14). In Figure 3.15(a), we show
the synchrogram for the sweep with the nonlinear driving relationship. As
can be seen, the locking state is preserved.
i2 i1
0.12 0.0823
0.2 0.133
0.3 0.175
0.45 0.232
Table 3.2: Experimentally found values for i1,2 where P1,2 exhibit 2:1 locking
behavior.
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Figure 3.13: The driving currents are swept in a linear relationship. (a)
i1 = 0.07−0.42 nA, i0 = 0.06−0.4 nA. The 1:1 locking region is wide enough
that even the linear sweep preserves the locked state. (b) i1 = 0.12 − 0.45
nA, i0 = 0.0823 − 0.232 nA. As can be observed, the locked state is not
preserved.
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Figure 3.14: The experimentally found values for i1,2 have been fitted with
the ansatz (3.5). The values for the fit are o = 0.08 and q = 17 .
In Figure 3.16, a plot of the average spike frequency of P2, when driving
the nerve cells with constant i1,2, is shown. Plotted are lines of equal spike
frequency f2. This gives us an idea of where P2 is locked on P1 and where
it is independent of P1 (respective to the chosen resolution). Vertical lines
mean f2 is independent of i1. Horizontal lines mean f2 solely depends on i1,
thus the cell is locked on P1.
Of course, again the structure of the Arnold tongues can be observed as well
in this figure. Now one can figure out the areas in which i1,2 can be moved,
in order to preserve the locked state. Clearly observable is the bending and
a shift of these areas, comparing to what we would expect from the circle
map. The bending is, as discussed, an effect of the nonlinear IF relationship.
The shift is the effect of the additional drive, that could also be observed in
Figure 3.4
As long as i1,2 remain within this tongue (shaded in Fig. 3.16), the driving
currents can be swept almost arbitrarily fast without losing the locked state
(see Figure 3.17). Especially also step inputs are possible without disturbing
the locked state fundamentally (see Figure 3.6).
We also plotted the experimentally found points of Table 3.2 along with
the fit with ansatz (3.5) in the diagram in Figure 3.16. Therefore, it is
possible to compare the form of the curve defined by the ansatz to the
tongues structures. As can be seen, not the best ansatz has been chosen.
Here, further work should be done in deducing the right ansatz from the IF
relationship, and to find the best parameters by fitting procedures.
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Figure 3.15: With the nonlinear relationship (3.5) the nerve cells remain 2:1
locked while sweeping. (a) Synchrogram (b) The driving currents. The green
solid line depicts i2, the blue dashed i1.
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Figure 3.16: Plot of the average spike frequency of P2 when driving the nerve
cells with constant i1,2. Plotted are lines of equal spike frequency f2. This
gives us an idea on where P2 is locked on P1 and where it is independent
of P1. Vertical lines mean f2 is independent of i1. Horizontal lines mean f2
solely depends on i1, thus the cell is locked on P1. The tongue where 2:1
locking is observed is encircled in black. The points depict the experimentally
found values for i1,2 that were then fitted with the ansatz (3.5). The fit for
o = 0.08 and q = 17 is shown with the blue dash-dotted line. The dashed line
shows the linear scaling used in Figure 3.13. As can be seen, the curve does
not lie entirely on the tongue. Therefore, the locked state for this sweep is
not preserved.
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Figure 3.17: With the ansatz (3.5) we can sweep the driving currents fast
without loosing the locked state of the neurons. The settings are the same
as for Fig. 3.15(a) but the sweep is done about 10 times faster.
4Discussion
It has been shown that also sophisticated, multi-compartment nerve cell
models show locking behavior. We illustrated the locking phenomena over
an extended operating space. Furthermore, influence of changing driving
currents have been shown.
The dependence of the established phase relationship, between perturbation
and output of the perturbed neuron, on the shape of the phase response
function has been discussed.
It is now apparent, that to a large extent neurons can be treated as oscilla-
tors. From the simplest IF models, over the sophisticated models presented
here, to the living neuron, in all these models the characteristics of nonlinear
oscillators are inherent. These apparent similarities of the living cell with
such simple models like pulse-coupled oscillators support the approach in
which nerve cell networks are modeled by networks of simple interconnected
oscillators [4, 8]. And it sustains the assumption, that these lattice models
can mimic a vast part of the capabilities of nerve cell networks.
The questions that remain and could not be solved in the course of this
diploma thesis is what the computational capabilities of this simplest nerve
cell networks are, and how they possibly contribute to the amazing infor-
mation processing capabilities of cortical structures. Nevertheless, here a
compilation of the possible uses of coupled neurons is given.
AD conversion – Analog-digital conversion is the process by which an
analog signal is discretized. The characteristics of the transfer function
of an AD Converters is its non continuity. Even more, it is piecewise
constant.
When looking at the devils staircase, we have exactly a function sat-
isfying these properties.
The main difference is the varying resolution. While a classical AD
converter has a fixed and usually uniform resolution, the devils stair-
case has an infinite resolution. As has been argued in [28], this has
the effect of an efficient, Huffman-like coding, where the simplest and
most frequent locking ratios (e.g. 1:1, 1:2) take up the largest part of
the coding space.
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Signal regeneration – Since the locking ratios have a finite attractive in-
terval, it is possible to use coupled oscillators as noise resistant signal
regenerators. Besides digital silicon electronic logic devices, this is the
only known system with these capability [34].
Pacemakers – One pacemaker neuron can be used to entrain a population
of slave neurons that then fire in synchrony. A similar scheme is used in
[17] to derive bounds on the computational power of spiking neurons.
Small signal / large signal discriminators – Small deviations in the
driving currents are reflected in the outputs of the locked neuron by a
change of the phase in which the perturbation arrives. The locked state
however remains stable. For large deviations of the driving currents,
the neurons are driven out of the locked state, possibly into another
locked state.
Thus far, we do not want to miss to do some conjectures arising from what
we learned while working on the diploma thesis.
It is not a fundamental issue, whether we use reaction-diffusion systems,
oscillators, spiking neurons or recurrent neural networks to model “natural
complex networks” such as the nervous system. In fact, all of these systems
constitute nonlinear dynamical systems of special type, namely distributed
active systems [23]. Therefore, one appropriate level of treating these sys-
tems, is the level of NDS. Since often we will be looking at a number of in-
terconnected elements, the theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics and
self-organization [24, 6, 1] is helpful.
For implementations and analytical treatment however, it can be quite im-
portant what type of building block one uses. The choice of the appropriate
model can influence the model complexity significantly, and decide over the
feasibility of an implementation and analytical treatment of the system.
The key to the astonishing features of “natural complex networks” might be
not so much the elements constituting the nodes, but the type and shape
of their interaction (e.g. phase response function in oscillator lattices, the
synapse in neuron) and, even more important, the plasticity thereof [18].
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5Appendices
A-1 Code samples
A-1.1 Matlab implementation of phase estimation
function [ppt,phi1,spt,phi2,g,Omega] = relativephase(strain,st,pert,pt)
%
% function relavtivephase(strain,st,pert,pt)
%
% see: R. Stoop, K. Schindler and L.A. Bunimovich:
% Neocortical network of pyramidal neurons: ...
% Nonlinearity 13 (2000) 1515--1529
%
[sind,speaks] = findpeaks(strain,0);
[pind,ppeaks] = findpeaks(pert,0);
spt = st(sind); % spike peak times
ppt = pt(pind); % perturbation peak times
% find time and index of first perturbation
np = 1;
while(ppt(np) < spt(1) )
np=np+1;
end;
disp([’found first perturbation at t=’,num2str(ppt(np)), ...
’ with index np = ’,num2str(np)]);
% initialise counters
lT0 = 1;
T0 = -Inf;
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lT = 1;
T = -Inf;
lt1 = 1;
t1 = -Inf;
lTs = 1;
Ts = -Inf;
lt2 = 1;
t2 = -Inf;
ns = 1;
while ( ns < ( length(speaks) ) )
% take time of first spike and see if there is a perturbation
% before next spike
if(np < length(ppt))
if (spt(ns+1)<ppt(np))
% unperturbed cycle
ns = ns + 1;
else
% perturbed cycle
T(lT) = spt(ns+1) -spt(ns);
lT = lT + 1;
t1(lt1) = ppt(np) - spt(ns);
lt1 = lt1 +1;
Ts(lTs) = ppt(np+1) - ppt(np);
lTs = lTs + 1;
t2(lt2) = ppt(np+1) - spt(ns+1);
lt2 = lt2 + 1;
np = np + 1;
if (spt(ns+1) < ppt(np))
ns = ns + 1;
end;
end;
else
% perturbations are over
T0(lT0) = spt(ns+1) - spt(ns);
lT0 = lT0 + 1;
ns=ns+1;
end;
end;
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phi2 = t1/mean(T0([skip:length(T0)])) + Ts /mean(T0([skip:length(T0)])) ...
- T/mean(T0([skip:length(T0)]));
phi1 = t1/mean(T0([skip:length(T0)]));
Omega = mean(Ts) /mean(T0([skip:length(T0)]));
g = T / mean(T0([skip:length(T0)]));
A-1.2 Matlab implementation of flatness calculation
function w = synchroflats(phi,n)
% function w = synchroflats(phi,n)
%
% see: Toledo et al: Quantification of Caordiorespiratory Synchronization
% in Normal and Heart Transplant Subjects, Nolta 1998 171--174
%
% step 2
for j = 0:n-1
psi(j+1,:) = phi(j+1:n:floor(length(phi) / n) * n);
% this floor(..)-trick is to avoid problmes with different array lenghts
end;
% step 3
% wrap the phases on a cylinder
impsi = exp(i* 2*pi*psi);
% average
avpsi = mean(impsi,2);
% step 4
[dummy,sub] = meshgrid([1:size(psi,2)],avpsi);
avfree = angle(impsi ./ sub) / (2*pi);
for c = 1 : size(avfree,2)
line((c-1)*n+1:c*n) = avfree(:,c)’;
end;
w= max(line) - min(line);
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A-1.3 Matlab invocation of NEURON
Implementation of the communication and invocation of NEURON with
Matlab.
function freq = fifdiag()
% function tmpdir = fifdiag()
%
% caller has to define
% globals.curr0
% globals.curr1
%
global globals;
% directory for temporary data
globals.tmpdir = mktmpdir(’/local/d0/jbuchli/tmp/fifdiag_’);
% architecture string for NEURON
globals.arch = ’i686’;
% settings
modelname = ’z96’;
globals.scriptname = ’tmp/fifdiagrunsim.hoc’;
globals.hocinterpr = [’models/’,modelname,’/i686/special’];
globals.ocname = [’models/’,modelname,’/py_py_’,modelname,’.oc’];
globals.template = [’models/’,modelname,’/’,modelname,’_template’];
globals.nsamples = 100000;
% prepare the parameters
% name value pairs
% if values should not be writen write []
globals.parameters = {
[’strdef FILEP0\n FILEP0 ="’,globals.tmpdir,’/p0.dat"’] , [];
[’strdef FILEP1\n FILEP1 ="’,globals.tmpdir,’/p1.dat"’] , []
[’strdef FILET\n FILET ="’,globals.tmpdir,’/t.dat"’] , []
’CURR0_AMP = ’ , globals.curr0
’CURR0_DUR = ’ , 9000
’CURR0_DEL = ’ , 200
’CURR1_AMP = ’ , globals.curr1
’CURR1_DUR = ’ , 9500
’CURR1_DEL = ’ , 100
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’K =’ , globals.K
’NPOINTS =’ , globals.nsamples
[’load_file("’,globals.template,’")\n’], []
[’xopen("’,globals.ocname,’")\n’], []
};
% prepare simulation script
writerunsimv2(globals.scriptname,globals.parameters)
% run simulation
execstring( [’unset DISPLAY; ’, globals.hocinterpr,’ ’, ...
globals.scriptname, ’>/dev/null’]);
% -------------------------------------------------------
function writerunsim(filename,parameters,footer )
fid = fopen(filename,’w’);
for n = 1: length(parameters)
if( parameters{n}.value ~= Inf )
string = [parameters{n}.name, ’ %g \n’];
fprintf(fid,string, parameters{n}.value);
disp(string);
disp(num2str(parameters{n}.value));
else
string = [parameters{n}.name, ’\n’];
fprintf(fid,string);
disp(string);
end;
end;
fprintf(fid,footer);
fclose(fid);
% -----------------------------------------------------
function s = execstrin(str)
[s,w] = system(str);
if(s)
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disp([’ ... error occured: s = ’,num2str(s)]);
w
else
disp(’ ... success’);
end;
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A-2 Fourier Series fit of phase response function
K A0 A1 B1 A2 B2 A3 B3 A4 B4 A5 B5
0 1.9998 0.0003 0.0003 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0003 -0.0004 0.0005 -0.0000 0.0005 -0.0002
0.005 1.9020 0.0374 0.0388 0.0096 -0.0081 0.0015 -0.0031 0.0001 -0.0011 0.0000 -0.0008
0.01 1.8255 0.0761 0.0566 0.0047 -0.0172 0.0033 -0.0009 0.0004 -0.0028 0.0007 -0.0006
0.015 1.7691 0.1104 0.0605 -0.0053 -0.0181 0.0082 -0.0006 0.0005 -0.0033 0.0022 -0.0013
0.02 1.7221 0.1382 0.0565 -0.0150 -0.0131 0.0124 -0.0050 -0.0007 -0.0011 0.0018 -0.0019
0.025 1.6836 0.1594 0.0480 -0.0213 -0.0057 0.0144 -0.0093 -0.0015 0.0013 0.0025 -0.0039
0.03 1.6522 0.1758 0.0384 -0.0247 0.0022 0.0148 -0.0150 0.0020 0.0025 -0.0004 -0.0045
Table 5.1: Values for Fourier fits in Figure 3.10
A-3 NEURON parameters
Parameter Value Description
tau 2 ms synaptic time constant
e 0 mV synaptic reversal potential
Dt 0.1 ms macroscopic time step
T 36◦C temperature
Table 5.2: NEURON parameters
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A-4 CD Content and Files Listing
The following list gives an overview of the most important directories and
files on the CD. Some files exist in several directories in different versions
but are listed only once.
Directories:
------------
/cd/neuron
Directory containing some NEURON models used during the
evaluation of suitable models. Also contains early versions
of MATLAB/NEURON simulations.
/cd/neuron/condorneuron
Implementation of MATLAB/NEURON simulation on Condor.
/cd/unified
Simulation root directory for the environment used to generate
the data presented in this diploma thesis.
/cd/unified/matlab
MATLAB scripts for the simulation environment.
/cd/unified/models
Directory containing NEURON models.
/cd/unified/models/z96
Directory containing 2 compartment model z96.
/cd/unified/models/z96_j8
Directory containing z96j8.
/cd/da
Directory containing writeups of the thesis.
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Files:
------
/cd/unified/matlab/*.m
Matlab script files.
/cd/unified/models/z96_j8/*.mod
NMODL files for mechanisms in z96j8.
/cd/unified/models/z96_j8/*_z96_j8.oc
NEURON simulation templates to use with z96j8.
/cd/unified/models/z96_j8/z96_j8_template
File containing NEURON template of z96_j8.
/cd/da/share/literature.bib
BibTex file containing literature used during the diploma thesis.
/cd/da/thesis/main.(ps,pdf)
Postscript and PDF version of the diploma thesis.
/cd/neuron/condorneuron/condorneuron.m
/cd/neuron/condorneuron/sPY_template
/cd/neuron/condorneuron/setupcondor.m
/cd/neuron/condorneuron/condorwrap.sh
/cd/neuron/condorneuron/neuron.condor
Files for running simulations on Condor.
